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Maatran is a romantic story of
two people who have been

separated through time. A S
Thaman music is the best to

be heard.Worshipping Gods is
the funniest film of 2014. Its a
different idea which holds a

lot of value for us. Maatran is
the story of a girl

Maatran.100% recycled steel,
heat treatment and anodizing
for longevity Your new kitchen
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table. Crazy talk. No, we don’t
mean the new range cooker

from Hotpoint or the telly from
LG. You may as well get to the

point, we’re here to tell you
about the kitchen table that
saved our marriage. We'd

seen some gorgeous, custom-
made kitchen tables before,

but the ones we saw that were
made using reclaimed wood

and had old-school rustic
charm, just seemed to be a

little bit out of our price range.
We gave them a skip. We
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didn’t have a clue about the
topology of kitchen tables and

eventually found an online
store selling reclaimed wood
kitchen tables. The table sold
on the website was stunning,
but around £3,000 for a table

seemed a little steep -
especially for us. It looked like

a bit of a luxury item, built
from reclaimed tropical wood

sourced from hurricane
victims and tended to by eco-
tourists in the Philippines. It
seemed too good to be true.
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Then we stumbled across this
product, designed by the

architect Martin Walters and
manufactured by Wonderful

Wood. ‘Keyboard Heaven’, as
Mr Walters calls the product,
is a remarkable product. The
construction is top notch - it’s
solid and thick and made from
100% recyled aluminium and

recycled steel. It’s also built to
last - the tabletop is heat

treated and has an anodised
outer layer to protect against

nicks and scratches. The
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tabletop itself is made of
insitu sandblasted recycled
aluminium, painted using an
innovative printing process
that leaves images showing
through the metal. The table
is fitted with a keyboard tray
that can be clamped to the
underside of the tabletop,
which is fitted with rubber
bumpers to stop it sliding

around and stop it scratching
the table. To our mind, it’s a

lot more stable and solid than
most kitchen tables we’ve
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seen before. We’ve been
using it for a year and it’s
been fantastic. It’s not the

most stable piece c6a93da74d
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